
Clyttie Cochion,
Llanpumsaint,

Carmarthen
SA33 6BT
25.06.13

Dear Simon Hart,

The community of Llanpumsaint has regularly been polluting the River Gwili for quite some time

now; frequently, after heavy rain (of which we have experienced a great deal during the last

decade!) the Sewers are not capable of coping with domestic sewage and storm water;

consequently, the unpleasant and polluting mix forces itself out from underneath heavy iron

manholes and flows across the field into the Gwili River which is no more than 10 metres away.

Evidence of the sewage escape is quite visible from the main road through the village and many a

dweller within the Community has commented on the spillage of raw sewage sprawling across the

field but which appears to be of no consequence to Dŵr Cymru or the Environment Agency (or

Natural Resource Wales as of the 1st April 2013). On numerous occasions, Welsh Water have had

their attention drawn to this unsatisfactory situation but never has there been any action taken to

stop the pollution occurring.

The Clerk to the Community Council has communicated with Dŵr Cymru several times during the

last 10 months and has received the enclosed reply letters and although the tone of the letters are

sympathetic, understanding, apologetic and proactive in seeking for a solution to the problem,

nothing has happened and apparently nothing is going to happen for some time to come because

there is no money available to reinvest in upgrading/repairing the sewers that are nearly 40 years

old. Farmers in this Community are outraged at the double standards that are being applied

regarding pollution of streams and watercourses; whenever there is leakage of effluent from farms

into watercourses, never has the excuse of insufficient money to expand or repair the effluent

storage facility been enough to avoid court action and the levying of substantial fines.

I find this situation even more disturbing when I read that a privatised company has to apply for

funding from somewhere in order to finance work that is essential and which should be obligatory.

It is somewhat of a relief to understand that Welsh Water hasn’t been paying shareholders dividends

instead of investing in infrastructure repair and modernisation, however, good houskeeping would

suggest that maintaining a contingency fund to deal with emergencies like this should mean that

there is at least enough funding available to ‘cobble together’ some form of running repair until

adequate finance is made available for a permanent upgrade to be carried out. The author of

Privatisation, the famous grocer’s daughter from Grantham who emphasised her ‘housekeeping

budget skills’ and who was very keen to emphasise that it was her management of the UK economy

that allowed businesses to thrive would not be very pleased with the way that the privatised utilities

by now focus mainly on profit and not pollution......

Sincererly,




